Defiant Motion Security Light
Tips and F.A.Q

DFI-0452-WH

Tips

Defiant Motion Security Light
• Once the unit is mounted, make sure it is turned OFF, and allow to charge for 2-3 days.
• When the unit is charged, go through the Initial Test Mode (as described on page 10 of the
instruction manual) to insure the motion sensor and lights are working properly.
• The Motion Security Light and the Solar Panel should be cleaned periodically with a damp cloth
(Do not use abrasive materials or cleaning products), to ensure clear illumination in the lights,
and optimal performance of the solar panel.

F.A.Q (Frequently-Asked Questions)

Defiant Motion Security Light

1. Is an extension cord available for purchase?
Yes, an extension cord will be made available in the first quarter of 2018.
2. How long do I need to charge the light before I can use it?
Once mounted and connected, it is recommended that the light be charged for at least 2 days.
(The Power button should be in the OFF position.)
3. My light is connected, and the battery is charging, but it’s not coming on at night.
• You may need to adjust the LUX to compensate for surrounding light sources, such as a street lamp,House
lights, or traffic lights. In areas that are generally dark, with little or no ambient light (ie., light from
houses, street lamps, cars), the LUX setting should be LOW (“L”). In settings that have a lot of ambient
light, set the LUX closer to HIGH (“H”).
• You may need to adjust the SENS (motion-detection sensitivity), as it might not be high enough to detect
motion. You’ll also want to make sure the light is mounted approx. 7.5” above ground for optimal
performance.
4. Are the Security Light and Solar Panel weather-proof?
Yes, the Security Light and Solar Panel are weather-proof, and intended for external use year-round.
5. Why does the Solar Security Light appear to ‘strobe’ or flash?
This may occur if the battery is low. Turn the light OFF, and allow it to fully charge before using the light
(usually 2-3 days depending on conditions.) If the battery is charged and is flashing, adjust the LUX to a
higher setting.

